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ABSTRACT 
This work describes the designing and the implementation of microcontroller 
to the control of an AGV. AGV is an acronym for Automatic Guided Vehicle and it's 
apparently become more demanding nowadays especially in the manufacturing 
industry due to its ability to self guided the transportation process. The main hardware 
components consist of the microcontroller board, the sensor, the voltage regulator and 
the motor driver circuits. The task of interfacing the hardware and the programming 
of the software is challenging. The microcontroller will act as brain of the AGV to 
control the action that should be taken by the AGV while moving under pre-defined 
pathways. Basically, the sensors which are located at the front and both sides of the 
AGV will sense the existence of black line at the bottom of the AGV. The sensor 
provides the input signal to the microcontroller. The microcontroller will process the 
input obtained and provide the appropriate instruction to the output to control the 
motion of two motors. The output would results in the AGV to change the direction 
of movement either to the right or left or may remain in the same direction depending 
on the microcontroller' s decision. Several experiments and tests also have been 
conducted to verify the operation of the circuits. The AGV prototype is successfully 
designed, assembled, built and tested. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
Theoretically, an Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) is self propelled or driverless 
vehicle that guided along defined pathways and controlled by a controller. It was used in 
many applications especially for material handling system in manufacturing industry. In 
material handling system, the AGV almost similar to the mobile robot that capable to 
move the material from one point to another point with navigation of sensor [1]. 
Basically, the AGV system consists of 3 stages which are sensing stage, processing stage 
and motion stage as described below: 
Sensing Processing Motion 
Stage Stage Stage 
Figure 1: Automatic Guided Vehicle Stages 
During the sensing stage, the sensors which locate at the front bottom of the 
vehicle will act as the detector to detect the line pathway at bottom of the vehicle. Its 
functions are to guide the vehicle throughout the predefined pathways and provide the 
inputs to the processing stage. The processing stage is the main stage of the AGV System 
since its consist of microcontroller elements which function is to process the input from 
the sensing stage before come out with appropriate result either it would affect the motion 
of the vehicle or not. That's why the processing stage also called the brain of the AGV 
System since it will control all the operation of the AGV System especially the motion of 
the motor. Lastly, the motion stage which will get the instructions from the 
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microcontroller and act based on the given instruction either the direction should be 
changed or not. If any direction changes needed, the motor will act accordingly either to 
be reverse or forward in order to change the motion of the direction. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Nowadays, world have been changed from manual mode operation to the 
automatic based operations. This change not only affects our life style at home but also 
affects the operations system in an industry. The industry demands for electronics system 
due to several factors: more accuracy, less cost, less human error and human dependency, 
and safety. Referring to the material handling system in manufacturing indi!Stry, the 
industry aims for the accuracy in term of time and the process. In term of time, the 
industry demands for the system which able to ensure 'On-Time Material Delivery' while 
for the process the system able to deliver the material from the store to the production 
line in exact location [2]. 
In terms of the costing, it is costly to have a system which uses a lot of manpower 
due to company need to pay for salary, allowance, compensation and benefits. However, 
by using the electronics system, the company may reduce number of labor required and 
thus costs for the material handling labor can be drastically reduced. Electronics system 
also provide less human dependency and thus will minimize the human error since in 
most cases, product damages caused by the operators during the transportation process 
between store and production line due to lack of alertness, careless and material was 
carried not in an appropriate ways. However in AGV system, the material will carried on 
the specified ways with certain speed. Therefore, this provides more careful operation on 
the material and ensures the products safety [3]. 
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1.3 Objective and Scope of Study 
As discussed earlier, there are several problem that may caused by the manual 
material handling system which are not accurate, costly, human error and safety. 
Therefore, the objective of the Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) was to eliminate this 
entire problem that occurs in the material handling system in the industry. 
The objectives are further described as the following: 
i. Safety 
- To provide a safe system which include safe working operation and 
product safe from damages during material handling operation. Safe 
working operation is refer to the operator safe from injuries such MSD 
(musculoskeletal disorders) due to force and repetition since using the 
AGV System the material was carried by the AGV. Besides that, the 
product also safe from damages which may caused by the human error 
such as careless, crashes, scratches and material was carried not in an 
appropriate ways 
ii. Minimize Error 
- Since the AGV system has been controlled by the electronics system, 
it is less human dependency. Therefore it's defmitely will eliminate 
human error such as crashes, material damage due to carry in various 
position and wrong delivery. 
iii. Accuracy 
- To make sure the material handling system was accurate in term of 
time and processes. Therefore, it must be able to provide the 'On-Time 
Material Delivery' as well as material able to be delivered from one 
point to another point. 
iv. Cost Effective 
- To ensure the AGV system could provide a low cost operation of the 
material handling system by reducing the production cost due to high 
number of material handling labors and material damages. 
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The scope of the project involve research on the subject matters such as 
application of the sensor, sensor operations and circuitry, microcontroller devices 
availability and functionality, and output element operations. Interestingly, it also 
includes designing the whole system circuitry, programming and hardware setup and 




As mentioned in the Chapter 1, the research element in this project is based on 
Automatic Guide Vehicle (AGV) System. Therefore, it is necessity to be familiar with 
certain application of the software and hardware since in order to accomplish the projects, 
the operation and functionality of software and hardware and how they are working must 
fully understood. Besides that, it is very important to be able to manipulate the software 
and hardware accordingly to assure a working prototype could be accomplished. The 
hardware and software applied in this project will be further discussed in this section: 
2.1 Power Supply Module 
The Power Supply Module is the soul of the electronics circuitry since 
every electronics circuit requires a power supply to power up the components of 
the circuitry. The required power can be provided by a battery, or otherwise by 
the main voltage which then reduced to the required voltage level before used in 
the circuit. The standard power supply voltage in digital electronic circuits is +SV 
and most of the rnicrocontroller as well operates at this voltage level. 
Therefore, the +9V power supply need to be converted to +SV in order to 
operates the rnicrocontroller. This can be achieved by using the voltage regulator 
to step the voltage down to the +SV. In addition, this module also providing 
circuit protection against incorrect setup and voltage spikes. 
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2.2 Voltage Regulator Module 
Voltage regulators are used to produce a stable power supply voltage 
(+Vs) from a higher (varying) d.c. voltage. They can also be used to limit the 
current supplied. Some electronic systems require a voltage supply which is quite 
stable. Voltage regulators have an input voltage which can vary quite widely. 
They convert this into a stable output voltage [4]. 
f'"""'''''"'''"'' ,, 
~-1 Voltage 
Varying I regulator St<lhl<~ d G. 
voltag<;• · vnltng<~ 
Figure 2: Voltage Regulator Operations [4] 
For exanJple, the widely used LM7805 voltage regulators produce an 
output voltage which is close to SV (within the range 4.75V to 5.25V). They will 
accept input voltages that vary anywhere in the range 7.5V to 35V. Voltage 
regulators include protection to prevent the current drawn from the input voltage 
source exceeding these limits. This can be useful, for exanJple in preventing 
excessive current being drawn from rechargeable batteries and also protects 
against accidental reverse connection of the input voltage source [4]. 
As stated in PICbasic Project by Dogan [5], a voltage regulator circuit is 
used to convert the +9V voltage to +5V, independent of the current drawn from 
the supply. A basic voltage regulator circuit consists of a regulator integrated 
circuit and filter capacitor. Figure 3 shows the low-cost voltage regulator circuit 
using IC type voltage regulator, the LM7805 (see Figure 4 and Figure 5), with 
two filter capacitors. LM7805 is a 3-pin IC with a maximum current capacity is 
lA [6].The input pins of the LM7805 need to be connected to the +V terminal of 
the battery in parallel with a 0.33 f!F capacitor while the ground pin is connected 
to the -V terminal of the battery. The third pin which provides the + 5V output 
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will be connected to the microcontroller and other devices such as motor, H -
Bridge Driver Motor and sensor. 
MC7S.XX.1. Y71XX , 0 l 0 •pt ·: ut :•J: ,, 
_j IL~ 
l'r. 
Figure 3: Circuit Diagram ofthe Voltage Regulator [6) 
Figure 4: LM7805 Voltage Regulator [6] 
Figure 5: LM7805 Pin Configuration [5) 
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2.3 Microcontroller Module 
A microcontroller is single-chip computer consisting of CPU (central 
processing unit), data and program memory, serial and parallel I/0 (input/output), 
timers, external and internal interrupts, all integrated into a single chip that is very 
cheap in the market Most microcontrollers operate with the standard logic 
voltage of +SV. Since the project will be using the +9V battery, a voltage 
regulator is needed to reduce the voltage to +SV to operate the microcontroller 
[5]. 
Intelligence of the robot lies in the complex and lengthy algorithm applied 
in the microcontroller. It is not easy to implement such algorithm if there is no 
good support from the programming side. In PIC Microcontroller Project Book by 
Iovine J. [7] has listed down the advantages of using microcontroller such as 
microcontroller is widely used due to inexpensive and capable to work as the 
brain of the robot. Apart from that, microcontroller is capable to store and run the 
program. Microcontroller also has the ability to perform math and logic function, 
which allow it to understand the sophisticated logic and electronics circuits. Book 
of 'PIC Microcontroller for beginners, too!' [8] stated that microcontroller have 
memories which functions to store data, hence the microcontroller is the 
component that makes the robot intelligent. It's also capable to accept high level 
programming language such as C. 
PIC is a family of Harvard architecture microcontrollers made by 
Microchip Technology. Its derived from the PIC1650 which originally developed 
by General Instrument's Microelectronics Division. The name PIC was originally 
an acronym for "Programmable Intelligent Computer". However, PIC is generally 
regarded that stands for Peripheral Interface Controller [9]. PICs privilege are 
their low cost, wide availability, large user base, extensive collection of 
application notes, availability of low cost or free development tools, and serial 
programming (and re-programming with flash memory) capability [10]. 
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In this project, the microcontroller will receive inputs signal from the 
infrared receiver and user switch. The output of the microcontroller will be sent to 
the motor drive to control the motion of direction of the AGV. The 
microcontroller will act as the brain of the system and it is programmed on 
MicroC using C language. The entire algorithm and the operation of the AGV will 
be programmed inside this microcontroller. The microcontroller that used for this 
project is PIC 16F877. 
PIC16F877 is one of the most popular PIC microcontrollers. It's consist of 
40 pin device and offers 8k x 14 words Flash Program Memory, 368 bytes RAM 
and 256 bytes EEPROM. There are 33 110 pins where each pin can source or sink 
25 rnA current. Additionally, the device contains of 3 timers and a watchdog 
timer with internal oscillator [11]. Further features of the PIC16F877 have been 
simplified in the Table 1 below: 
Table 1: Microcontroller Features ofPIC16F877 [11) 
Key Features PICmlcro m Mid-Range PIC16F877 Reference Manual (0833023) 
Operating Frequency DC-20 MHz 
FLASH Program Memory (14-bit words) 8K 
RAM Data Memory (bytes) 368 
EEPROM Data Memory (bytes) 256 
Interrupts Capability 14 Source 
110 Ports Ports A,B,C,D,E 
110 Pins 33 
Timers 3 
Capture/Compare/PWM modules 2 
Operating Vottage Range 2.0Vto 5.5V 
High Sink I Source Current 25mA 
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Table 2: Microcontroller PIC16F877 Pin Description [11) 
Pin Description Pin Description 
I MCLR- Master clear 40 RB7- PORT B bit 7 
2 RAO- PORT A bit 0 39 RB6- PORT B bit 6 
3 RAI -PORT A bit I 38 RB5- PORT B bit 5 
4 RA2- PORT A bit 2 37 RB4- PORT B bit 4 
5 RA3- PORT A bit 3 36 RB3 -PORT B bit 3 
RA4/TOCKI- PORTA bit 4/ 
6 35 RB2- PORT B bit 2 
Counter elk 
7 RA5 -PORT A bit 5 34 RBI- PORT B bit I 
8 REO- PORTE bit 0 33 RBOIINT- PORT B bit 0 
9 REI- PORTE bit I 32 Vdd- + V supply 
IO RE2- PORTE bit 2 3I Vss-Gnd 
11 Vdd- + V supply 30 RD7- PORT D bit 7 
I2 Vss-Gnd 29 RD6- PORT D bit 6 
13 OSCI /CLKIN 28 RD5- PORT D bit 5 
I4 OSC2 I CLK OUT 27 RD4- PORT D bit 4 
I5 RCO- PORT C bit 0 26 RC7- PORT C bit 7 
I6 RCI -PORT C bit I 25 RC6- PORT C bit 6 
I7 RC2- PORT C bit 2 24 RC5- PORT C bit 5 
I8 RC3- PORT C bit 3 23 RC4- PORT C bit 4 
19 RDO- PORT D bit 0 22 RD3 -PORT D bit 3 
20 RD1- PORT D bit 1 21 RD2- PORT D bit 2 
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Figure 6: Microcontroller PIC16F877 Pin Configuration (9] 
2.4 Motor Drive Module 
A Motor Drive is an electronic circuit which enables DC electric motors to 
be run forwards or backwards. These circuits are often used in robotics and 
available in form of integrated circuits, or can be built from separate components. 
The Motor Drive also known as H-bridge which term "H-bridge" is derived from 
the typical graphical representation of such a circuit [12]. 
Slructure of o H-brldge (highlighted in reel) ' · 
Figure 7: Structure ofH-bridge Circuit (12] 
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This consists of a minimum of four mechanical or solid-state switches, 
such as two NPN and two PNP transistors. One NPN and one PNP transistor are 
activated at a time [13]. When the switches S1 and S4 (according to figure 7) are 
closed (S2 and S3 are open) a positive voltage will be applied across the motor, 
causes forward operation of the motor. By opening S1 and S4 switches (closing 
S2 and S3 switches), the voltage is reversed, allowing reverse operation of the 
motor [12]. 
I ----, , 
.. -----~-/ -~-~- I 
,.. M -. ( i \ -···-
·. -- -· .- · .. --1--/ 
/ ... -· I 
l 
. ..· .,_ :1 
'M··· , ~- !---
'.. -·· 
I 
:' .-- .. I 
L------~------~ 
The two basic states of a H-brldge. 
Figure 8: Two Basic States of H-bridge (12) 
Using the nomenclature above, the switches S1 and S2 should never be 
closed at the same time, as this would cause a short circuit on the input voltage 
source. The same applies to the switches S3 and S4. This condition is known as 
shoot-through [12]. 
For this project, the servo motor used with a motor driver. The 1293 
driver were suggested to be used to drive the SV de motor either to be forward or 
reverse operation due to it's similarity with servo motor driver. Two enable inputs 
are provided to enable or disable the motor independently of the input signals 
[14]. These two inputs are droved by the signal from the microcontroller as to 
enable the changes of the AGV direction. 
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Figure 9: L293 Pin Connections (14) 
The input pins of l,2EN, lA and 2A needs to be connected to the 
microcontroller as it's provide the input which to drive the operations of the de 
motor. The pin of l,2EN is used as to enable the pins input lA and 2A. The 
output pins of l Y and 2Y needs to be connected to the de motor since its will 
control the operations of the de motor either to be forward or reverse. 
Furthermore, the pin of V cc will connect to the +SV terminal while the pin of 
Ground connected to the ground. As provided in L293 Function Table below, the 
drivers are enabled in pairs by l,2EN. When enable input is high, the drivers will 
enable the outputs. Then, if lA is high while 2A is low, the motor will rotate 
counterclockwise & vice versa [14]. 
Table 3: L293 Function Table (14) 
(each driver) 
INPUTS+ OUTPUT 
A EN y 
H H H 
L rl L 
X [_ z 
H = 111gh-level L = low-level 
X= 1rre!evDnl. Z = illfJh-imped;JtKe :.off1 
:t In the H1ermal silutdo·.vn mode the 
output 1s ;n the high-impedanr.e state 
re9mdless of the 1npu! leve!5. 
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Figure 10 shows the circuit diagram of the de motor control using IC type 
H-bridge, the L293. Its can provide currents up to 1 A at voltages from 4.5 V to 


















2.5 DC Motor Module 
s s s 
+ 
Figure 11: Two Poles DC Motor Operatiom [15) 
A DC motor is an internally commutated which designed to be run with 
existence of DC power source. When the coil is powered, a magnetic field is 
generated around the armature. The left side of the armature is pushed away from 
the left magnet and drawn toward the right, causing rotation. When a current 
passes through the coil wound around a soft iron core, the side of the positive pole 
is acted upon by an upwards force, while the other side is acted upon by a 
downward force [15]. 
According to Fleming's left hand rule, the forces cause a turning effect on 
the coil, making it rotate. To make the motor rotate in a constant direction, "direct 
current" commutators make the current reverse in direction every half a cycle thus 
causing the motor to rotate in the same direction [15]. 
The problem facing by the motor shown above is when the plane of the 
coil is parallel to the magnetic field; i.e. the torque is ZERO-when the rotor poles 
or displaced 90 degrees from the stator poles. The motor would not be able to start 
in this position, but the coil can continue to rotate by inertia. However, unlike the 
demonstration motor above, DC motors are commonly designed with more than 
two poles which are able to start at any position, and do not have any position 
where current can flow without producing electromotive power [15]. 
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2.6 Servo Motor Module 
Servos are consists of DC Motor with built in gearing and feedback 
control loop circuitry using motor driver [16]. The DC Motor output shaft can be 
positioned to specific angular positions by sending the servo a coded signal. As 
long as the coded signal exists on the input line, the servo will maintain the 
angular position of the shaft. As the coded signal changes, the angular position of 
the shaft changes [ 17]. 
Figure 12: Futaba S-148 Servo [17) 
Figure 13: The Disassembled Servo [17] 
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The output shaft can be controlled due to its connected to the control 
circuit and a potentiometer (a variable resistor, a.k.a pot). The control circuit will 
monitor the current angle of the servo motor. If the shaft is at the correct angle, 
then the motor shuts off. If the circuit finds that the angle is not correct, it will 
turn the motor the correct direction until the angle is correct. The output shaft of 
the servo is capable to travel around 180 degrees, however it varies by 
manufacturer. A normal servo is used to control an angular motion between 0 and 
180 degrees. It is mechanically not capable of turning any farther due to a 
mechanical stop built on to the main output gear [ 17]. 
The angle can be controlled by determine the duration of a pulse that is 
applied to the control wire. This is called Pulse Coded Modulation. The servo 
expects to see a pulse every 20 milliseconds (.02 seconds). The length of the pulse 
will determine how far the motor turns. A 1.5 millisecond pulse will make the 
motor turn to the 90 degree position (often called the neutral position). If the pulse 
is shorter than 1.5 ms, then the motor will turn the shaft to closer to 0 degrees. If 
the pulse is longer than 1.5ms, the shaft turns closer to 180 degrees. The 
relationship between pulse duration and servo angle is illustrated below [17]: 
0 1.50 ms: Neutral 
? !"" !"" !"" 
8 N "' ::1 
"' ~ ~ ij\ ij\ 
0 n 1.25 ms: 0 degrees 
? !"" !"" !"" 
8 N "' ., 
"' ~ "' ~ ij\ ij\ 
0 I I 1.75 ms: 180 degrees 
? !"" !"" !"" 
8 N "' ::1 
"' ~ 3 ij\ ij\ 
Ill 
Figure 14: The Pulse Duration And Servo Angle Relationship [17] 
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Servos can operate under a range of voltages from 4.8V to 6V. The reason 
for this standard range is because most microcontrollers and RC receivers operate 
near this voltage even though the DC motors have higher torque at higher 
voltages (16]. 
For the wiring, the servos normally consists of three wires which are black 
or brown for ground, red for power (-4.8-6V) and Yellow, Orange, or White for 
signal wire (3-5V). The signal wire is use to command the servo by send an 
ordinary logic square wave to the servo at a specific wave length. Then, the servo 
goes to a particular angle (or velocity) [16]. 
Futaba 
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Figure 15: The Servo Motor Wiring [16) 
2. 7 Transmitter or Emitter Module 
An emitter is a device used to emit any signal, beacon, light, odor, liquid, 
fragrance, or any other type of signal. It is also called a dripper and is a device 
used in drip irrigation. An emitter may refer to an infrared LED which used to 
emulate a remote control [18]. Generally emitted infrared radiation across a 
spectrum of wavelengths, but onJy a specific region of the spectrum is of interest 
because sensors are usually designed onJy to collect radiation within a specific 
bandwidth [ 19]. 
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A light-emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor diode that emits 
incoherent narrow-spectrum light when electrically biased in the forward 
direction of the p-n junction. This effect is a form of electro luminescence [20]. 
Like a nonnal diode, an LED consists of a chip of semiconducting 
material impregnated, or doped, with impurities to create a p-n junction. As in 
other diodes, current flows easily from the p-side, or anode, to the n-side, or 
cathode, but not in the reverse direction [20]. The diode will restrict the 
directional flow of charge carriers. Essentially, a diode allows an electric current 
to flow in one direction, but blocks it in the opposite direction. Thus, the circuits 
that require current flow in only one direction typically include one or more 
diodes in the circuit design [21]. 
----c::+---: -~- -~ ~-
Diode ....::nn ~ 11" 
--C4-- ~- ~~ 
l:u:bL~ Pho«uhode i&R ..a ... .. ,. 
Some diode symbols 
Figure 16: Types of Semiconductor Diodes with Its Symbols [21] 
There are several types of junction diodes, which either emphasizes a 
different physical aspects of a diode such as geometric scaling and doping level: 
Normal (p-n) diodes which operate as described above, usually made of doped 
silicon or, more rarely, germanium. The vast majority of all diodes are the p-n 
diodes found in CMOS integrated circuits, which include 2 diodes per pin and 
many other internal diodes [21]. 
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2.8 Receiver Module 
A photodiode is a semiconductor diode that functions as a photodetector. 
Photodiodes are packaged with either a window or optical fibre connection, in 
order to let in the light to the sensitive part of the device. Most photodiodes will 
look like similar to a Light Emitting Diode. They will have two leads, or wires, 
coming from the bottom. The shorter end of the two is the cathode, while the 
longer end is the anode. Electrons will pass from the anode to the cathode, 
basically following the arrow [22]. 
A photodiode is a p-n junction structure. When a photon of sufficient 
energy strikes the diode, it excites an electron thereby creating a mobile electron 
and a positively charged electron hole. If the absorption occurs in the junction's 
depletion region, or one diffusion length away from it, these carriers are swept 
from the junction by the built-in field of the depletion region, producing a 
photocurrent [22]. 
An_od_e --1~»--c_a_thodc 
Photodiode schemahc symbol 
Figure 17: Photodiode Schematic Symbol [22) 
An infrared detector is a photodetector that reacts to infrared (IR) 
radiation. Incident IR photons can cause electronic excitations. In 
photoconductive detectors, the resistivity of the detector element is monitored. 
Photovoltaic detectors contain a p-n junction on which photoelectric current 
appears upon illumination [23]. 
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2.9 PIC Programmer Module 
Devices called "programmers" are traditionally used to get program code into the 
target PIC [10]. In computer hardware, the term programmer refers to a hardware 
device that configures programmable non-volatile circuits such as EEPROM or 
programmable logic circuits. In the early days of computing, before terminal and 
graphical display devices, a programmer was a device used to configure a 
program for a computer. It usually consisted of switches and LEDs, where 
instructions had to be entered one by one by setting the switches in a series of 
"on" and "off' positions. The positions of the switches corresponded to computer 
instructions, similar to how assembly language is used today. Such hardware 
programmers are almost never seen or used today [24]. 
Nowadays, there are many programmers for PIC microcontrollers ranging from 
the extremely simple designs which rely on ICSP (In Circuit Serial Programming) 
to allow direct download of code from a host computer, to intelligent 
programmers that can verify the device at several supply voltages. Many of these 
complex programmers use a pre-programmed PIC themselves to send the 
programming commands to the PIC that is to be programmed [10]. 
These are some common programmer types: 
I. Simple serial port ICSP programmers 
o These generally rely on driving the PIC's V ss line negative to get the 
necessary voltage differences from programming. Hence they are compact 
and cheap but great care is needed if using them for in circuit 
programming [10]. 
2. Simple parallel port ICSP programmers 
o Simple to understand but often have much higher part counts and 
generally require external power supplies [10]. 
3. Intelligent programmers 
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o Generally faster and more reliable (especially on laptops which tend to 
have idiosyncrasies in the way they implement their ports) but far more 
complex to build (in particular they tend to use a PIC in the programmer 
which must itself be programmed somehow) [10]. 
For this project, CYTRON SK40A which provided by Cytron Enterprise will be 
used as the PIC Programmer. SK40A have onboard voltage regulator, 7805 which 
will provide stable 5V output to PIC and other application. However, the 
maximum current of this regulator is only 1 A, thus if higher current is needed, an 
additional voltage regulator is required. SK40A is ready with a protection diode to 
avoid damage to circuit if the Power Input polarity is connected wrongly. Once 
power is connected to Power Input, Power On LED will light up. If the LED does 
not light after power is connected, it might be caused by wrong polarity of power 
or no power from battery. SK40A also capable to accept the input voltage that 
range from 7V to 30V [25]. 
~ · ···~ ' ' ' 1" 1' . • ..·., . u.,. , t. 
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Figure 18: CYTRON SK40A PIC Programmer [25) 
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SK40A also provided with bootloader capability to ease the process of loading 
program further save development time and cost. However, a few pin have been 
used for bootloader function. Pins that involved are [25]: 
- MCLR, used as reset and connected to 'Reset' Button 
- RBO, used as 'Boot' button and is pulled up through a 4.7K n resistor to SV 
- RC7, used as Receiver Diode (RxD) and connected to MAX232 
- RC6, used as Transmitter Diode (TxD) and connected to MAX232 
- RD2, used aRTS and connected to MAX232 
- RD3, used aCTS and connected to MAX232 
t. .. 88 iSiS 
;::~ 01&! 
:);)/\ (]N!) ~ ~ + • 00 iSiS 88 g uu ;::~ 01~ 
Figure 19: Schematic Diagram of SK40A PIC Programmer [25) 
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3.1 Project Flow Diagram 
CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
Figure 20 shows the project flow diagram of the step undertaken in the design and 
construction process that have been evolved during this project work. 
Identify the requirement 
and the problem statement 
L Identify I Define the objective Research I alternative 
"I I j 
Select 
Alternative 1 Evaluate consequences I 
/ Set criteria and I Set Constrain I specification ~ 
NO 
J Analysis I 
i/ Meet 
requirement 
Figure 20: Project Flow Diagram 
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Firstly, the project requirement and the problem statement are identified. From 
that, the researches have been made on the topic matters throughout joumal, internet, 
books, and articles in order to understand the concept of the AGV system. Then, the 
objective of the project had defined as well as the scope of study. 
Next, further researches have been conducted to find the possible alternatives of 
hardware and software to accomplish the project. The concerns here are needed to 
identify type of sensor, type of microcontroller and developing the program and hardware 
setup. Therefore, it is very important to fully understand how the hardware and software 
used will be operates. Throughout the discussion, some useful advices had obtained 
regarding on how the system possibly done and how to approach the suitable project 
design. 
Follows that is to select the most ideal alternative among others which means 
need to consider and select one item from the other alternatives. Thus, the aspects that 
need to be considered are the price, its function and effectiveness. This is also very 
important aspect because the consequences from the other alternatives need to be 
considered carefully so that the next step will be working smoothly 
After having the most ideal alternative, it is necessary to set the criteria and its 
specification based on the project requirement. Then, some lab researches need to be 
done in order to analyze and compare between the theoretical function and actual 
function. Since the infrared will be used as the sensor, so some tests need to be taken in 
the actual situations so that the current that will be transmitted to the microcontroller can 
be finalized. If the results meet the requirement of the project, thus the project research 
can be finalized in the report. Otherwise, needs to set its criteria and specification again 
and analyzed back until it meets the project requirement. 
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3.2 Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) System Layout 
Throughout studies that have been done as discussed earlier, the author had come 
out with the following system design for the Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) System. 
The system consists of three stages which are sensing stage, processing stage and motion 














(Left Wheel) (Right Wheel) 
Figure 21: Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) System Layout 
1n addition, the H-Bridge Motor Driver have been introduced as motor driver so 
that the power supply could be divert to motor once its receive signal from the 
microcontroller. 
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3.3 Tools Required 
There are several devices and software are required to be used or built in order to 
attain the objective of the project which to establish a prototype of Automatic Guided 
Vehicle (AGV). The hardware and software used were briefly explained below. 
3.3.1 Hardware 
• Transmitter and Receiver sensor 
The sensor will be made by using Printed Circuit Board (PCB) and it will be 
using the Infrared Transmitter (IRT) and Infrared Receiver (IRR). 
• PIC Microcontroller 
The PIC used for this project is PIC 16F877 which have processing frequency up 
to 20 MHz and flash memory size 8K bytes. 
• Voltage Regulator 
The voltage regulator will be used to convert the input voltage to the +5V output 
voltage which is applied by most of the circuits components. 
• Motor Driver 
Its uses to control the operation of the motor either forward or reverse operations. 
• Servo Motor Motor 
The servo motor is used to drive the wheel of the AGV. 
• Rechargeable Battery 
The rechargeable battery is used to provide the power supply to power up the 
components of the AGV System. 
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3.3.2 Software 
• PSpice and Multisim 7 
For schematic drawing and circuit simulation. 
• MicroC using High-Level Language C 
For programming the PIC microcontroller using C language. 
• Eagle Layout Editor 
For schematic drawing and Gerber files creation. 
3.4 Fun List of Component Used 
Table 4: Details List of Component with Quantiy 
Component Quantity 
Power Supply (9 V Rechargeable Battery) I 
PushButton 2 
Voltage Regulator, LM7805 2 
Crystal Oscillator, 20M Hz 1 
Microcontroller, 16F877 1 
Infrared Pair (Transmitter & Receiver) 3 




- 0.1 uF 2 




- 4.7kohm 5 
Trimmer (Variable Resistor), 10k ohm 3 
Comparator, LM339 2 
Light Emitting Diode, LED 5 
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3.5 Initial Program Flowchart 
As stated in Structured Programming Approach Using C by Behrouz and Gilberg 
[11 ], a program is a set of step-by-step instructions that directs the computer to do the 
desired tasks and produce the results. There are 6 process step involve in order to do a 
programming for the system. The steps are as follows; 
I. Analyze the Problem 
2. Develop an Algorithm 
3. Document the Program 
4. Write Code for the Program 
5. Run the Program 
6. Test the Results 
Hence, a programmer must know what information will go into the software, how 
it will process the information, and what will the result is. All software must work with 
these three concepts to be successful: 
• Input: Information that comes from an external source and enters into the 
software to be processed. 
• Processing: Manages information according to a piece of software's logic. 
• Output: 
Processing is what the software does to the input it receives. 
The information that software produces after input have been 
processed. Output can appears on a computer screen, or printout, or 
can be records in a database. 
Therefore, a logic flowchart has been produced for this project after analyzing the 
problems. For initial program flowchart, please refer to the figure below. The next steps 
that will be taken are producing the pseudo code, algorithm, document the program, write 
the code and test the program. Afler that, the code produced will be programmed into the 
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Figure 22: Initial Program Flowchart 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Infrared Sensor Design 
In the previous semester (Final Year Project 1 ), background work have been 
performed that include design the project flow diagram, identify the functionality of 
AGV as well designing the system layout of the AGV. Besides that, the problem 
statements as well as the objectives of the project have been determined to identify the 
scope of the project works as discussed in Chapter 1. 
During the FYP 1 as well, the application of the hardware and software have been 
studied and familiarized since in order to accomplish the projects, the operations and the 
functionally of the hardware and software and how they are working needs to be 
understood. Thus, some researches have been performed on the hardware required 
include transmitter and receiver which used for the sensoring operations, H-bridge motor 
which used as the motor driver, the motor itself and the voltage regulators. 
The transmitter and the receiver can be interpreted as the first stage of the AGV 
System since it will sense the obstacle around the AGV, then provide the input to the 
microcontroller so that an appropriate action can be executed. Therefore, the researches 
have been done through the transmitter and the receiver in order to understand the type of 
the sensor as well as the functionality and the sensing operation of the sensor. After 
understanding the sensing operation of the sensor, the types of the sensor have been 
selected as infrared transmitter and the photodiode receiver. Then, the circuitry of the 
sensor which consist of infrared transmitter, photodiode receiver, light emitting diode 
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Figure 23: Schematic Diagram of the Infrared Sensor 
In this project, three similar infrared sensors which are Left Sensor, Front Sensor 
and Right Sensor were used and indicated based on the position of sensor on the AGV. 
For left sensor indicates that it's for detecting the line at the left side of AGV while for 
front sensor to guide the path way of AGV and the right sensor to sense the line at the 
right side of the AGV. 
In the designed sensor circuitries that have been developed, the sensor consists of 
infrared transmitter, photodiode receiver, light emitting diode (LED) and the comparator. 
The comparator is used to ensure that the stable voltage could be supplied to the 
microcontroller once the signal been detected by the photodiode receiver. As in sensor 
schematic diagram previously, the output (indicate as Out terminal) of comparator will go 
Low or +OV after photodiode receiver receive the infrared signal and goes High or +SV 
when no signal received at the receiver. This will be indicated by the LED which will 
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glows after the infrared signal sensed. The figure below shown the LED have been turn 
light, thus indicate the photodiode receiver had receive the signal from the transmitter. 
Figure 24: The Circuitry Model of the Sensor 
4.2 Voltage Regulator Circuitry Design and Hardware Setup 
In order to obtain a stable 5V voltage supply for the circuit component such as 
microcontroller and the comparator, a voltage regulator LM7805 have been used. From 
the studied performed on the voltage regulators, the functionality of the voltage 
regulators is to produce a stable power supply voltage (+Vs) from a higher (varying) d.c. 
voltage. Usually, the voltage regulators input can vary quite widely in the range from 
7.5V to 35V. Besides that, its also be used to limit the current supplied by the power 
supply, thus providing protection to prevent the current drawn from the input voltage 
source exceeding these limits. 
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In this project, the circuitry for the voltage regulator has been designed using P-
Spice Schematic. The circuit is designed to drop the voltage from 12VDC to SVDC with 
O.OlJ.LF and 0.33J.LF capacitors are connected in parallel and will be acting as low pass 
filters. The figure follow shows the circuit that had designed using P-Spice Schematic. 
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Figure 25: The Schematic Diagram of Voltage Regulator 
Once after the schematic diagram designed, the circuitry of the voltage regulator 
application has been constructed using a breadboard as illustrated in the diagram follows; 
Input 
Terminal 
Figure 26: Voltage Regulator Circuit Diagram 
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4.3 Voltage Regulator Experimentation 
An experiment has been conducted in order to test the voltage regulator circuit by 
using 12Vdc car battery as the input The experimentation was performed to investigate 
the capability of the voltage regulator either capable to produce 5V de as required or not. 
Type of voltage regulator used in this experiment is LM7805. In the experiment, firstly 
the car battery voltage was measured by using a digital multimeter and the reading 
obtained is 12.2 V de as in figure below: 
Figure 27: The Initial Voltage of Car Battery 
After that the power supply circuit is connected to the car battery and 
measurement has been taken at the output terminal of the power supply circuit. The 
output voltage obtained is 5.0 Vdc which as required by the project prototype. 
Figure 28: The Output Voltage of Voltage Regulator Circuit 
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4.4 PCB Design 
After the functionality of the sensor circuit has been confirmed, the Printed 
Circuti Board (PCB) of the circuitry has been developed. In order to produce PCB, the 
schematic diagrams of the circuit have been redesigned using Eagle 4.13 software so that 
a Gerber file can be created as below: 
:} 'o t _IR_T~ + i 
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Figure 29: Gerber File of the Infrared Sensor 
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After the Gerber Files have been created, the files were used to idealize the actual 
circuit on the Printed Circuit Board. The complete PCBs with soldered components are as 
followed: 
Figure 30: Printed Circuit Board (PCB) of the Sensor 
Figure 31: Back Side of Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 
4.5 Main System of AGV 
As discussed earlier, the input signal from the infrared sensor will be processed by 
the Microcontroller, PIC 16F877 to control the servo motor. In order for microcontroller 
to be able to process the signal, a main circuit which contains the microcontroller is 
required. Thus, new circuits have been developed for the AGV which consist of 
microcontroller, crystal oscillator, downloader port, input and output terminal. 
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In this project prototype, the Crystal Oscillator of 20 MHz is used to provide a 
clock to the microcontroller. The down.Joader port is required to enable the 
microcontroller to be downloaded directly from personal computer, pc since it will 
provide a direct connection to the home pc using PIC Programmer as discussed in 
Literature Review Section. The input terminals from the Infrared Sensor are indicated as 
SR-L, SR-M and SR-R while the output terminals to the servo motor are indicated as 
SWl and SW2. The schematic diagram for the AGV main system is as below: 
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Figure 32: Schematic Diagram of the AGV Main System 
4.6 AGV Design using Auto-CAD 
Since the final results of the project required establishing a prototype for the 
AGV, thus the Auto-CAD software was used to design the AGV prototype. The 
prototype of the designed AGV can be viewed as below: 
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Figure 33: Body Design of AGV Prototype using Auto-CAD 
Then, the project proceeds with constructing the actual hardware model of the 
AGV prototype. The complete set of prototype of the AGV which consist of the body, 
infrared sensor, servo motor, main circuitry and rechargeable battery is provided in the 
Figure 34 below: 
Figure 34: The Prototype Model of AGV 
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4. 7 System Programming 
Based on the program flowchart as in Methodology Section, the C Programming 
of the AGV operation has been developed using MicroC software. The MicroC software 
was used to establish the system programming since it's compatible with the PIC 
application and easy to be programmed. The finalized program that has been developed 
for the AGV is made available as follows: 
I* 
* Project: Automatic Guided Vehicle 
* Done by: Mohamad Lokman Bin Mohamad Rafiuddin 
* Description: 
The code shows how the AGV thinking and executed the action after through 
the process. 
* Test configuration: 
MCU: PI6F877A 
Dev.Board: PICkit 2 
Oscillator: HS, 20.0000 MHz 
Ext. Modules: x 
SW: mikroC v 8.1.0.0 
*I 
/1--------------Define I/0------------
#define sensor_center PORTC.F6 
#defme sensor_right PORTC.F5 
#define sensor_left PORTC.F4 
#define stop PORTD.F2 
#define servo_left PORTB.F4 
#defme servo_right PORTB.F3 
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I 1------------Function Prototype-------
void main _init(); 
void move _forward(); 
void move _right(); 
void move _left(); 
void move_ rev(); 
void move _stop(); 
void servo _left_ on(); 
void servo_right_on(); 







if((sensor _center = 0)&& (sensor_ right = 0)) I /detect right curse 







I !turn right 
else if((sensor_center = O)&&(sensor_left = 0)) //detect left curse 









else if(( sensor_center= O)&&(sensor_left = 0 )&& (sensor_right = 0 )) 













void main_ init() 
{ 
TRISB.F4=0; //servo _left 
TRISB.F3=0; //servo_right 
TRISC.F6=1; //Sensor_ center 
TRISC.FS=l; //Sensor_ right 
TRISC.F4=1; //Sensor _left 





void move_ forward() 
{ 
} 
servo _left_ on(); 
servo_ right_ on(); 
/1---------------move left-------------------
void move _left() 
{ 
servo_ right_ on(); 
servoJeft=l;Delay_ms(l) ;Delay_us(SOO); //turn left 
servo Jeft=O;Delay _ ms(18);Delay_us(500); 
} 
II ----------------move_ right-----------------
void move_ right() 
{ 
servoJeft_on(); 
servo _right=l;Delay _ms(l);Delay _us(SOO); //turn right 




{servo_ right= I ;Delay _ms(l ); 




"oid servo _left_ 011() 
{ 
servo _left= 1 ;Delay_ ms(l ); 
servo _left=O;Delay _ ms(19); 
} 
I I -----------mo"e _re"·------------------------
"oid mo"e _re"() 
{ 
servo _left= 1 ;Delay_ ms(2); 
servo _left=O;Delay _ ms(l8); 
servo_ right= 1 ;Delay_ ms(2); 
servo_ right=O;Delay _ ms(18); 
} 
I I ------------stop----------------------------
"oid mo"e _stop() 
{ 
servo_left=l;Delay_ms(l); Delay_us(SOO); II servo_left stop 
servo _left=O;Delay _ms(l8); Delay _us(SOO); 
servo_right=l;Delay_ms(l); Delay_us(SOO); llservo_right stop 
servo_ right=O;Delay_ ms(18); Delay_ us(SOO); 
} 
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4.8 Cost Analysis 
One of the project objectives was to establish a system that could provide cost 
effective to the user. The cost for the AGV was evaluated and compared with operation 
cost in industry with using the Material Handle (MH) person to handle the process of 
carrying the material from warehouse/store to the production line. The estimation of the 
production cost of using operator is as follows: 
Table 5: Production Cost of using Operator as MH 
Subject 
Wage Per Hour Rm3.00 
Work Hour Per Day 8 
Work Days Per Month 30 
Wage Per Operator Rm720.00 
Furthermore, the cost of the production line which using the AGV for the Material 
Handle (MH) is estimated and tabulated in Table 6 based on industry size of a prototype 
using trolley as the body kits. 
Table 6: Production Cost of using AGV as MH 
Subject Quantity Price Per Unit Price 
Body Kits (using trolley) 1 Rm250.00 Rm250.00 
Infrared Sensor 4 Rm 30.00 Rm 120.00 
PIC 16F877 1 Rm 40.00 Rm 40.00 
Motor 2 Rm 80.00 Rm 160.00 
Rechargeable Battery Set 2 Rm 60.00 Rm 120.00 
Miscellaneous Rm 50.00 
Total Rm740.00 
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Even though the production cost of using AGV is slightly higher the production 
cost of using operators as MH. However, the AGV capable to work effectively in 24 
Hour shift non-stop just by replacing the rechargeable battery while for the operator they 
need to work in 3 shift per day which each shift equivalent to 8 hours. Therefore, the 
calculation proceeds as follows: 
o If working efficiency of 1 AGV = 3 person. 
o Then, total cost for 3 operators of Material Handle (MH) per month will be: 
3 X Rm 720 = Rm 2160.00. 
o Thus, the production cost savings by using AGV will beRm 1420 or 65.74%. 
4.9 Capacity Analysis 
The capacity analysis was done in order to evaluate the amount of capacity that 
AGV could carry via transportation. Thus, some calculation was performed based on the 
relationship of Output Power, Pout and Load Torque, Tr which is: 
Pout= TLOJL = Fv 
F=Poutlv 
m = Pout!vg 
;F=mg 
Where F is force and v is velocity while g is gravity acceleration. Therefore, the 
AGV capacity or mass, m that could be carried is dependents on motor output power or 
AGV velocity. In this case (my project model), the details as below: 
Servo Motor Power, Pout = 5 Watt 
Expected velocity, V = 0.5mi 
Mass, m = 5/(0.5x9.81) = 1.02 kg 
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However, for industrial application, the more powerful motor is suggested to be 
used so that the output power is higher. Thus, more weight can be carried by the AGV. 
Hence, the suggested specification for the industrial purpose is as follows: 
Motor Voltage = 24 Volt 
Motor Power, Pout= 100 Watt 
Expected velocity, V=0.5mi 
Mass, m = 100/(0.Sx9.81) = 20.39 kg 
Therefore, the maximum capacity that could be carried is up to 20.4 kg if using 
the motor power of 100 Watt. However, this capacity will be reduced inversely 
proportional with increasing of AGV velocity, v. 
4.10 Advantages and Disadvantages of AGV 
a) Advantages of AGV 
).- No need for rest. 
).- Not tired and long lasting (reliable). 
).- Low installation and production cost. 
).- No need for benefits and compensation (no injury). 
).- Able to deliver materials accurately to the production line. 
).- Able to provide 'On Time Material Delivery'. 
).- Reduce risk of material damages during transportation process. 
).- Reduce number oflabors. 
b) Disadvantages of AGV 
).- Need for re-charged. 
).- May wared and damaged after long time. 
).- Need maintenance. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
At the earlier stage of the project development, it is desired that the project could 
be accomplished. Through a well planned and organized working procedure, the project 
goals is fmally successfully achieved to design and develop the prototype for the 
Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) using a microcontroller. 
Since the project is using the infrared sensor and microcontroller chip, thus this 
make the project more difficult since those components are very sensitive and can cause 
inconsistent communication between input and output. Therefore, some calculations need 
to be done earlier in order to get the right value of current and voltage of the system. 
Besides that, the program need to be tested to ensure the AGV work as programmed. 
To make this project marketable, the components and hardware of the prototype 
was developed from low cost component but with high reliability and well functioning. 
That's why it is important to do the selection amongst the alternatives so that the project 
produced will be as economic as possible. Since the project is very significant and related 
with the industry, thus hopefully this product will be marketable and applicable to the 
material handling system in industry. Hence, it will be a very useful product since it will 
make assembly process easier and more convenience. 
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5.2 Recommendation 
For further development of the project, the systems need to be well programmed 
so that it can be functions well throughout the predefined route. Therefore, the 
programming skill using C language or Assembly Language is very essential for the next 
development of the project. 
Besides that, the project as well could be equipped with several extra accessories 
such as wireless camera and vibration sensor. The wireless camera can be use to monitor 
the AGV operation and were connected with the control room. In addition, the vibration 
sensor can be installed as to detect any accident or obstacle that block or interfere the 
AGV movement. Furthermore, the AGV as well can further developed to be installed 
with speed control devices. 
Furthermore, the AGV as well can be improved by using the higher sensitivity 
infrared sensor or using a built-in set of pair of transmitter and receiver of infrared sensor 
instead of assembly as one. The improvement also can be performed by using single 
motor and gears to control the turning of the AGV instead of using two motor for turning 
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FO::t ~!! ;;is.o o:: .~'il! c~r:-:1 ~)rt'li tJra··EI S-l-~1>':":, ::· 
~mtoa -1~Lif-
F.~ WI'! :.1~3 t.e Oii!i-)! ~r-:~1 fo"t'li pa·ali! ~t;:~'E- p:rt 
cr Yac-g :'lr'tl7 
'r1!Wo J:{'li ;;ri r.:t 'r-:il-"131~- c::r.ecta; ltNE<P "!iShOJI'l te 
E'"llr.-~·n:;cle<l. 
-::1 • rutp..r. ~,-;:~ - .1:;tr.o;;;p,,1 ~ • po.o,.;.r 
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APPENDIXB 
LM78XX, VOLTAGE REGULATOR DATASHEET 
www.fairdtlilidsemi.com 
MC78XX/LM78XX/MC78XXA 
3-Terminal 1A Positive Voltage Regulator 
FeatUI'e'S 
- ~C~iuptoJA 
• Outp&t U,Jag-e:;.of5, 6, &, ~~ 13, ]2, 15, U, 24V 
• '!hemJll Ovul~d :Pn!t&.."''ioo 
" Sbort Ctmtir PI~ction 
• cru-rpct Ttm::r.i.<;-w sm Opetsm:g Area :Ptoteoioo 
Internal Block Digram 
Description 
Tile :-.~C!'SXX·L'ti'!:Sn·~K":'S.~A :.eiie::.Qftbre .. 
ttrmiiW potitln n:rnJa.ten :'in m:sllllble: i:n W 
TO-lli··D-PAE: ,pacllllge and. with mE!rtl mild ampur 
wluge;.~ makil!.g tbem usefuJ il:t. a 't\"U rM:I~ of 
apJ!Ikanms. E:xh ~ ewplay;. ime:ma.l. <1li!em: l.inm:mg, 
1htnnaJ slmt doMt :md. safe opmlil:lf area. protectiolr., 
mdb:t: it t:sseLlit.lly illdemuctiblf.li Jdegu:ue: :hw. sb:k:itti: 
i; pm~ed., 'lbEoy em del~'t'er ~er lA OW:J?\11 C.'JllW:It, 
AJtbm1P, :le!ii.~t;d primarjly a .. !:ixe4 'tOlu::e re:~tthxtrs, 
'lbe!E= OO•ites C3ll be -nsed w:.tb emfmJJ tOl1lpO!l!'.Dl~ to 
Obttilud.jusillble v-ol.i·a.ge:s and t~t~. 
T0-220 
' D·PAK 





Absolute Maximum Ratings 
PMa:lnfter Symb<>l Value Urli't 
lnpU1 Yaltag~ (fur YO"' 5V to !SV} v 
•• 
v 
(tOr Vc. = 24V) v 40 v 
'TMi"!Tia1 R@siJta.r~e:e JtJi'ttiiDn-.CJs.es (i0-2:2C·) R&JC ~. "cNV 
1hermal Reslstaf'ICEo Jund:ien~Air (T0-220) RaJA 50 OClW 
Operating Tempera'Jure Range· TOPR 0 ... +125 •c 
S1ot;~"" T~mpi!r~ Range TS':"'G "e5-+15D •c 
Electrical Characteristics (MC78051l.M7805} 
(R~f,rtott.~ ~rtltlit .~rc < TJ < 1,:;te?C.IO = C·OOm.A,, Vl = ~DV, Ci= C,~u,F, CC-= 0-1~. ynl~s$ Qth~.i" s~~·~:· 
MC78051LM7805 
Parameter Symbol Conditions. 
Min. Typ. Max. 
Unit 
TJ =+25uc 4.8 5.0 52. 
Outp<rt Volug~ vo !'LC·mA c; lo 0: l,QA, PQ o: 15'!1 
VI i::: 7V t0 2:lV 4.75 5.0 5 . .25 v 
1"J=+26°C 
V0=7V1o25V . 4.0 lOP 
Lirte Regul.mon (Note1} Reg'line mV 
VI= -~VtQ 12V . 1.6 60 
IC· = 5.\lmA lOf.EA . Q 100 
~911~ R ... oul.;~~tiQn (N$1) R~IQ~<;I TJ=+~~-°C IQ ~2f{lm.A ~o mv 
75C.m~. . 4 (\0 
Qules~ Curr~l"lt IQ TJ =+25°C . 5.0 S.C• rrA 
IC;; f·mA to l.OA . C.02· o.e. ~:luiescer.1· 'Currt!l"lt Change .11Q 
Vi=7Vto 2!iV 0.3 mA . 1 .. ~~ 
Output Voltagf! Dr;ft .J.VOlAT lo= !imA . ,.;J.e. . mV/VC 
O~ltp ut Noise Voltage VN f= 11JHz1o 10CKHz, iA=+2e·°C, . 42 . l.f.Vrvo 
Ripple Reject\cn RR I= 1201-fz 6.2 73 dB V.O= 8V~o 1SV 
Dropout Vo~age VOrop IC·= 1A.. T.,l=>!-2f,°C . 2 .. v 
Output Res·iS:1anCE: rC< f = 1KHz . 15 . m>l 
Sho!t C.ircui1 Cunent ISC Vi= 3C:V, TA =+25 ''C . 2~0 . rnA 
Peak Current i?K TJ =+:m 0c . 2.2 . ~-
NOW. 
1. Load and line f&gUiatior1 3.re spECifie.-C' a1 :onsum junClicn ter!tpE!ra.1Uri. ChangEs in Vo a ue ~c: hiatittg eF..ec:t. l'f'lu!j'j bi! bket'1 






FigureS. DC Parameters. 
, 
Figur~ &. Load Reoulation 
FI!JUIO 7- Ripple ReJ•M•• 





f:"rgure 9. Constant Current Regulator 
Notes: 
{l) to spec.'fy an o=.rtput !tOllage·. subs.titute voltage value fc:r ~XX." A oomMCn ·ground ·s :'Et:l_(J·ifed betwe€1 the input and the 
OutputVOiage-. The inpU1 voltaigi must remain 1yp;cally :2 .DV ~e 'lhe output voltage even during the low point on ~he input 
rtpp-:e, VO:'bge. 
-:2) Cr ~s rE--quired 'irE-guli!d:OI' is ic:cated an apprec-'able dista"!ce frcm ~r Suppiy filte~­





Vc = Vxx{1+R21R1}+ oR2 
Flgure-10. Circuit far lncre.u.rno Output Voltage 
~~~Ia. 
Vc = Vxx(l•R21R1)-; aR2 
Fi(lure 11. A.djustabl:e Output Regulator p· 'io 30V} 
xiii 






















Figure l5. Split Po..., Supply ( iiW·lAI 
Fi.gUA! 16.. Ne-gative Ou1put Voltag• Ci'rcuit 




L293, MOTOR DRIVER DATASHEET 
l293 
QUADRUPLE HALF·H DJ!IVER 
• 1-A Output Current Capability Per Driver 
• Pulsed Current 2-A Driver 
• Wide Supply Voltage Range: 4.5 V to 36 V 





154A 1A 2 
1Y 3 14 4Y • NE Package Designed for Heat Sinking 
• Thennal Shutdown 
• Internal ESO Protection 
HEAT SINK A.ND { 4 13 } HEAT SINK AND 
GROUND 5 12 GROUND 
• High-Noise--Immunity Inputs 
• Functional Replacement for SGS l293 
description 
The l293 is a quadrup!.e high-current haW-H driver 
designed to provide bidirecfional drive currents of 
up to t A at 'o'oltages from. 4.5 V to 36 V. ~t is 
designed to drive inductive loads such as relays. 
solenoids. de and bipolar stepping motors. as well 
as other high-currentlhigh-·vcftage l<1ads ~n 
positive--supp(y applications. 
Af:l inputs are TTL compa1ible .. Each output is a 
comptetetotem-pol.e drive circuit with a Darlington 
'transistor sfnk and a pseudo-Oariington source. 
Drivers are enabled in pairs wffil drivers 1 and 2 
enabled by 1.2EN and drivers 3 and 4 enabled by 
3. 4EN. When an enable input is !Ygh. the 
associated drivers are enabled and their outputs 
are active and in phase wi1h their inputs. When the 
enable input is fow, those drivers are disabled and 
ft'lelr outputs are cff and in a high-impedance 
state. With the proper data inputs. each pai.r of 
drivers farm a full-H {or bridge) reversible drive 
suitable for solenoid or motor applications. 
External high-speed output clamp diodes sholild 
be used for inductive- transient suppression. A 
Vcct terminal, separate from VcC2· is provided for 
the log1c inputs to minimize device power 
dissipation. 
The L203 is deslgned for operation fro-m o~c 
1o70"C. 
2Y5 113Y 
2A 7 10 3.A. 









tTnlnymtlct IS In aet«CCant$ 'Nth ANSL•lEEE ~4 91·19:14 and 
IEC publleaUoo 617·1.2. 
logic diagram 







A ... y 
H H H 
-
H L 
X L z 
H "' h~!Mth'f:l, ._ "' 1::\Y·II!'Iel, 
X .. :n-e~e~ill'lt, z- P'llgh-impe!Sar..oe (~ 
:t tn tl'e ~hemtal &ttub1!w.ln mad;;, lhe-
OlfiJlul ls lf!l the- hlgl}.lll"qle{{ance st"..!l: 






QUADRUPLE HALF·H DRIVER 
Sl.RBI:m-SEF'I'EMBER 1SS6- RE\11\SED WI.Y 1950 
schematics of inputs and outputs 





tl· --- OU1put 
y------._ .. 




absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted) 
Supply voltage. Vcc1 (see No'le 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 V 
Output supply voltage range. VcC2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 V 
lnputvcltagerange.VI ...........•. ............. ........... 7V 
Outputvoltageran_ge.Vo -·--------- ........... -3V1oVcc2+3V 
Peak ou1put current. lo (nonrepet"'tfve, t :i 5 ms) . . . . . . . . . . . _.. ±2 A 
Continuousoutputcurrent.Jo ................. ........... ............ .. .. ±t A 
Continuous totaf dissjp-ation at (or below} 25"'C free-air temperature (see Ncies 2 and 3) ... _ _ 2075 mW 
Continuous totaf dissipation at so-=-c case temperature {see Note 3) . . . . . ........... _. _ 5000 mW 
Operating case OT virtual junction temperature range. T A _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ • . . . . . . . . -4WC to t5~C 
Storage U!mperature range. T5m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . -65-=-c to 150"C 
Lead temperature 1,6 mm (1/1ffln<::h) from case for 10 seconds . . . . . . . 26€Y"C 
NOTES: 1. All ~Oitage vakiK are\\1121 respecHo it'.E! neM"Orl. ground terminal. 
2.. Foroper.~ttanabov&25 .. c free-alr1empera:ure, aerate !nearly at tltE! rat-e or 1fi.6 m\"ll''C. 
3.. For qma!!Oil! aba.,e 25<c car;etemperall.i!e, define nr.eillly atthe rate or7, A mW!"C. D11e to viilallklnsln !ndlvllllal de"ttce eleclrk:iil: 
charactan&Ucs a111f ~hermal re&i5"1ance.lhe tiUilt-ln ft!.ermal O'•"erlaad prolecllan maybe- act!'l'atecl. at pCM~-er ~Yel"ts !ilglltly aoo•~e or 
telow the- r.v.ed t!ISJ;Ipatron. 
recommended operating conditions 
-
MAX UNIT 
Lo!J)coupply 'loJ!a9!. vcc1 4.5 1 v 
OUipiltsllpply ~"'O:Dage. VcC2 .. v 
IVcc1S?V 2.3 




Operaung free-air '*!mperature. T A • 71l " t111e algetri!ccol\ventlan,ln 'Anldl me 'leastpo&ltlve {most oeganve) ~natelf mlnlmurn.Js 11&E<lt In thlS >tli!ta sheet fer Iogie- vor:age- f8\lel&. 
xvii 
l293 
QUADRUPLE HALF·H DRIVER 
electrical characteristics, Vcc1 = 5 V, VcC2 = 24 V, TA = 25'C 
PARAMETEfl: TEST CONDlnONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT 
VoH .HI""*V£( aU!Iput vOiiage IQH•-1A Vcc2-1.s Vcc2.-u ,, 
VoL l.UA'-Ie'olel output VOilage iOL•1A 1.2 1.8 v 
.., ...... .,.. ...... ~ 02 100 
"" '"' 
v1-tv 0.2 ±10 
A _, -10 ,,, lew-leW! flput c:anent tt.i" VJ•C _, -~ao "" 
All OU!pllt& at Jll!tJie-."E!I 
" 
22 
ICCi LogiC &l.ol'~· Cllm!ll.'t "'•0 All oolputs at lOW IE'rel J5 
" 
m' 
All aulputs at n""' Impedance • 24 
AllllUipuiS .at lllf!IMI 14 24 
1cc2 OlllpL"l Sll~)' 0011E!~ Jo·D All OUipu~ at lOW IE.'4el 2 6 m' 
All-oulpui:S at lllfliii'Qiedance 2 4 
switching characteristics, Vcc1 = 5 V, Vcc2 = 24 V, TA = 25"C 
PARAMETER TEST CONDmONS .... TYP MAX UNIT 
l!>LH PropagaUon delay Ume. !a6'-tti..JII"-1E!WI ~ 1'!001 A Input aoo .,. 
tp,._ Propagation Delay 1Jme, higMo-JaW..)E!vel! a~ut1'n:m A Input 
'"' 
... 
'n.H nan&!IJan 11rM,ICM'-tc·lllgn..iil!llef allllput Ct•30 pf. S!e FigUre 1 
'"' 
,. 
'rHL Trin5tiJan timE!, hlgtHIHDW-i!Yel QUll,pUt 
'"' 
.. 
PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 
H" r,., ~ 








I kcL =30pF I fe:aeNoteB) 
1.5V I I I 1.H 
I 111" 10""
1J ______ o 




1<---<f- IPHL 1<------f IPLK 
---::,,..:::;"'..__ I 1 0,.. VoH 
I 1,,,. ..,. I 
I I 
I . 10% 10% +--VoL H lrHL H lrLH 
output 
lJOl.TAGE WAVEFORMS 
NOTES: A. Thepllh ger.eratar:halitf'lf.~laWir:gehir..atEI1ilk:5:frs HIm;,~:;; 10 ns, fw-•1!l!JS, FIRR"' 5kHZ, Zo"' 50!1. 
B. CL ¥Jciii'<IK prOOe- ar.d Jig capaCitance. 












~·~~~ ~r-~~··· --~·-·-~ 
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LM339, COMPARATOR DATASHEET 
LM339, LM239, LM2901, 
LM2901V, NCV2901, 
MC3302 
Single Supply Quad 
Comparators 
Tbese comparaton. 11ft designed for use iD.le\'el detet.tim..low-kn.te-1 
sensUI.g atld memory applicaticms iD. ccmsum.-er, amomom-e., and 
iDdustrial ~me applications. 
Features 
• Pb-Flee Packages m:e Available• 
• Sillgle or Split Supply Opomion 
• Low l"!'nt a;., Cunell!: 25DA ('l'yp) 
• Low lDput Offo!r Comm: ±5_0 liA ('l'yp) 
• Low lDput OffSet \'Oltage 
• lDput C........, Mode Vo!mge Rauge ro GND 
• Low Oulpur Sanuali011 \olmge: 130 mV ('l'yp) -:@ 4.0 mA 
• TTLmdCMOSC-ao"ble 
• ESD Clu"!'> on tbe lDput• l>rn!aso Reliabili!Ywi1llout Af!eaing 
:D!:'l!ic.e Operation 
•For attmonaf rnmrmancm on o11r Pb-Free 6'll'a1egy and ISDfdeflng delallli, ~ 
OOW!IIoall :ne ON semJcandu=r Solaerl'ng a!ld M::untlng 1£ocMiqi.B 
Rfference Manual, SOL.Of:RIW/0. 
i) ~C<:ttfll::lrlil.e-llllliol,L!l.C\.21104 


















see detllled m!l~dll9 ::m:1 ~Pll':ng lllfl:lrmltlcn l':itlle ll~!!Ge 
dL~l-7.$ sertc:n an WQ1:! 7 or thiJ l:llll!l sl!et. 
DEVICE MARKlNG INFORMATION 
se ~nn mllltl".9 llllll.'tlllllktl In the d~ite: ~ 
setl'l:!n on l'!t;le s llrltlls datil sheet 
PUblleallon Order Number: 
LM330/D 
LM339,LM239,LM2901,LM2901V, NCV2901, MC3302 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Ra1fl11! Symtlaf. varue unit 
_,. S<Jpply \ltlltage Vee voo 
u.t239.1U.t3~LM2:901, V +36or±1e 
fJIC3300 +30cr±15 
Input Ollrerenlfal V4ltage Range 'JCR voo 
LM239JLM339.•LM2901, V 36 
MCM02 30 
Input Ccrnmoo Meek- VOltage Range 
""""' 
-n.Jb:IVcc v .. 
o~ snon cuoo11 to GnxJM (Nate 1 ~
'•c COrt.lniJ!IU!i 
PoWer OIS&IpiltiDO @: TA • 2~ Po 
Plasl!lc Package- 1.0 w 
Derate allo\'t" 25'"C H'e..J,., a.o ml.'li"-C 
Juncuon lempe1'3tuTe TJ ,.. 'C 
aperatng Amlllenl Temperatui'Q Range •• 'C LM239 -25tD+8E· 
MC~l2 -401o+8: 
L\!2KI1 -40!-C+HIS -40t~+125 
LM2:K11V, NCV2901 0 to +10 
LM339 
S::Crage 'n!mper.liure Range .... -65W-+1-!!D 'C 
ESC Prt:<ediOn at ar.y Pin v.,, v 
tNman Bolly MoGel 211on 
Macrune Moelel 200 
Maximum r:aung& ar-e. thoe valUes lle)'ond' WhlCll d!'llce 43mage can occur. Ma:Mfmllm ramgs. appileCI to tne de'nce are trlllvlttJ~ $1resEi llll'Jt 
viWEi- 'not norntilll opera!ng contlbcn&} anli are not'Yiilkt stmtmal'!eQU&t): If lhi!&l: Uir115 are extei!aed. dev~ runctlcnal cperalkln & net lm,pllell. 
~~amage may occur ami reliability may be iill'edled. 
~- Ttlematoomt:l'UIJM anent may beastq!ao2U rM.MdepEnl:lef!tr:lnemag~I!U:IetSVcc- Oll1Jit!: shcct:etreult& ID Vee can c~ exc!!&&lve 
healing anc1 eventual dKtruclkln. 
Figu~ 1. Circuit Schematic 
xxi 
LM339, LM239, LM2901, LM2901V, NCV2901, MC3302 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS tV +5 ll Vdc t · 25<c umes; otnerwt&e ooletl) oo• ' A•+ 
ChJrat.Wiattc 
II"!JJfJl cmoet Veltage (Nale 3} 
lrqMIMU Cumnt (NO'!K. 3, 4~ 
(0~ In Analog Range) 
tnput ar&Et curmn \"'-"'Dte 3) 
Input COO'Irnoo r.t::ue vonage 1\al'!ge 
Supply current 
f\. •M (For All Ccmp~r&) 
RL .. .,.., Vee• 30 Vlk: 
-Ga· 
RL2: 15 W, Vcc•15V11:: 
Large S~al.l!'te&poMe 1lme 
Vr. • TTl. I.CgP: swtng. 
Vrer•1.4 W::, V;a • 5JJ Vdc, 
Rj_ • -'1L 1 k£1 
Reepom;e nme (NO'ie 5j 
V"l • S.G VIle, RL • 5.1110 






Output :t.ealiage CUrrer"~ 
Vt(+)~ +~.0-VUC, V:(-} •0, 
Vo•+5.0Velc. 
-Z. \l.M23~} T1mv • -25"C, T ~ • '"'85"' 












(LMZIC1)Tba-• -4D"C, Tl$1•+105~ 
(LM2!1G1V & NCV290i} T~c~w•-40"C, Th~ • +1!1-!0C 















LM ....... NCV2901 
1YP Max ... 1YP Max 
t2.0 .... 
- t2.0 ±7.0 
25 250 - 25 2!.:0 
±5.0 ±50 - ±5.0 ... 
- Vee D - Vee 
-u -1.5 
••• 2.0 - ••• 2.0 
1.0 2.5 - t.ll 2.5 
,.. 





1.3 - - ':L3 -
" 
- • •• " 
-
~3[> ... - 130 400 















1YP Max Unll 





- Voo v 
-1.5 











1511 SUD mv 
0.1 
- AA 
3. AH!le oldpt.l':.&wlCII po!n1. Ve"" t4 Vdc, Rss 100 !J: 5.0 voo SVc-:S: 30 we, 'A1th 111e lllpli't&c'.ter:ne ft;il comrnon mOde range (II Vat~ 
Vee -1.5 Vd.C). 
4. lhe-Dia6 camM~t 11CW& aut Of tne l!liWl& GJe to me PNP Input stage.. Tt!I6 cun&nt .11 ... rrtuiJIIy co~anl, rnttependen! o'!'llle olllp.ll state. 




LMJ39, LM239, LM2901, LM2901V, NCV2901, MC3302 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Vee • +$Jl VCIC. 7" •7~c~;~,- b:! Th'a!! [N:te OJ) 
lM290112801Vf 
.......... NCVm1 MC3302 
Charactanltlc Symbol 
-
1YP .... .... 1YP 
- "'" 
1YP .... unrt 





.. o mvoo 
Input 613& CllJl'el'lt (NC(f&. 7, 8) 
'e - - 4011 - -
"" 
- -
, ... nA 
(OI,i'iflUllll Analog Range) 
Input~ current (Note 7~ ho - - ±!50 - - .,., - - ±300 nA 
Input common MaGe VOitag! Range 
"'""" 
0 - Voc 0 - Vee • - Vee v 
-2.0 -2.1] -2.0 
saturauon \lbltag! v,.. - - 7DU - - 7CO - - 7110 mv 
Vi(-)::a+111 We,. Vt(+}• 0, 
ls'lll:S4JlmA 
output t..eatage CUrren~ 
'"' 
- - 1.0 - - 1.0 - - 1.~ .A 
M_(+)a: +1"0Vdc, Vt(-}•CI, 
Vo•X!Vdc 
DIIJEfenlfallnpu.~ VOltage v,. - - Vee - - Vee - - Vee 1/00 
/IJI V12:0 V® 
•• (LM239~ T111,. • -250C, TrJofl • ... es~ (LM339}Ttaa •O"C. T~•.;.7€l"C 
(MC3302}T~ow• -40"C, Tl'!lllh •+85"C 
(l.M2901)T!Qw• -4D"C, 71\'G!1•+1~" 
(LM2li01V & NCV2!l01} TbW • -40"C, Tl!~;tt• +t~-"C 
NCV2ii01JS qwMT.ed lbr .autamoi'i'W' use. 
7. N. the olllpiA &vmcfl pamt, Vo "" u Vdc, Ra :s: 1 00 g 5.0 Vdc :s: Vee :S 30 WG. 'Mtt1 tnt 1~-p.as. G~~-er me full co.mmoo mod! ran;e ~ vo: ~o-
Vee -1.5 WC). 
6. Tn! b1a5 c:urnent fiDWi out cl' tfte lnplltS we to 11\e PNP Input stage. Tl!iE- cuner~t ,15 vlrtU<Wy canstant, !ncleJ!e.'ICii!n! O!the output &tate. 





1t:t R1 tOM YccA1 
v,.~--.--~ .... ., 
R3"" R111R.tHR2 
R11/l!, 
"' . II\',... • .. 1\b)oot • """'' 
R2: > Finelli R1 
















MDJrt otH,sii!IMc ~ 
.. \H ~ ii7iij ifl~ ., V~f 






LM339, LM239, LM2901, LM2901V, NCV2901, MC3302 
Typical Chi11'3Cteristics 
(Vee= 15 Vdc, TA = +25-=C {each comparator) unless ctherw':se noted!.) 
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Figure G. Output Sink Current versus 
Olliput Saturation Voltage 
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LM339, LM239, LM2901, LM2901V, NCV2901, MC3302 
APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 
These quad comparators feature Wgh gaiD, wide 
bandwidth chmtctetistics. Tbis gi\•es tbe de'\oice osollati.OD. 
·-· if tbe - ... capaciti1:1ly coupled tD tbe 
.iaput5 via str3J.• capaci.tmce.. 'Ibis oscill.ati.oD. maui:fests. itself 
dwil1g Olllp\1% ttansilioDS (VOL m Voll). To allortate Ibis 
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Figure 9. Zero Crossing Detector 
(Sinl!l• Supply) 
Yo 
ad.ditioll of positive Wedback ("': 10 mV) ~ al5o 
m:ommended.. It is good dMigo. pr.act:ice to ground all 
UDliSed illpur pins. 
Diffe<wial illpur \"Oltagti may be larger - "''''''Y 
\'Okages without damaging tile campmtor•s. illptUs. 
V'"oltaps: more negatire thaa-300 mV .ibou1d nor be used 
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Figure 10. Zero Crossing Detector 
(Spl~ Supplies) 
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